Abstract. The main result of this article is that among the family of one-relator presentation 2-complexes that might be expected to be finitely unsplittable (not the union of two proper subpolyhedra with finite first homology groups) almost all have this property. Included among these one-relator presentation 2-complexes are all generalized dunce hats. A generalized dunce hat is a 2-dimensional polyhedron created by attaching the boundary of a disk Δ to a circle J via a map f : ∂Δ ® J with the property that there is a point v Î J such that f -1 ({v}) is a finite set containing at least 3 points and f maps each component of ∂Δ -f -1 ({v}) homeomorphically onto J -{v}. The fact that generalized dunce hats are finitely unsplittable undermines a strategy for proving that the interior of the Mazur compact contractible 4-manifold M is splittable in the sense of Gabai (i.e., int(M) = U ∪ V where U, V and U ∩ V are each homeomorphic to Euclidean 4-space).
4-manifold is splittable, and resolving this question is the primary motivation behind the results in this paper. One strategy for attacking this question relies on the fact that the Mazur 4-manifold has a spine that is a dunce hat. In general, a subpolyhedron P of a compact piecewise linear manifold M is called a spine of M if M collapses to P. The dunce hat is a 2-dimensional polyhedron that is contractible but not collapsible, and according to [Z] , the Mazur 4-manifold has a spine which is a dunce hat. In general, if a compact piecewise linear manifold has a spine that can be expressed as the union of two collapsible proper subpolyhedra that intersect in a collapsible subpolyhedron, then these subpolyhedra can be thickened to give a splitting of the interior of the manifold. (See Proposition 3.1.9 of [S] .) Thus, a potential strategy for proving the splittability of the interior of the Mazur 4-manifold would be to exhibit the dunce hat as the union of two collapsible subpolyhedron that intersect in a collapsible subpolyhedron. A consequence of the theorem proved in this paper is that this strategy can't work, because the dunce hat can't be divided into two collapsible subpolyhedra. So the interior of the Mazur 4-manifold remains a potential candidate for a non-splittable contractible open 4-manifold.
One might hope to prove that because the Mazur 4-manifold has a spine that can't be split into two collapsible subpolyhedra, then its interior is not splittable. However, there are obstacles to giving such a proof because the relationship between compact contractible manifolds and their spines is complex. Two non-homeomorphic compact contractible 4-manifolds can have homeomorphic spines, and a single compact contractible 4-manifold can have two non-homeomorphic spines -one of which can be divided into collapsible subpolyhedra while the other can't. Thus, for compact contractible manifolds, a spine which can't be divided into collapsible subpolyhedra does not compel a non-splittable interior. Specifically, a 4-ball whose interior is splittable has an disc spine, which can obviously be divided into two collapsible subpolyhedra that intersect in a collapsible subpolyhedron, and it has a dunce hat spine which, according to the results of this paper, can't be divided in this fashion. Note that the preceding observation has the obvious consequence that the 4-ball and the Mazur 4-manifold, though they are not homeomorphic, have spines which are homeomorphic -namely, dunce hats.
We remark that in dimensions n ≥ 5, there exist splittable contractible open n-manifolds besides Euclidean n-space: the interior of every compact contractible n-manifold is splittable and every Davis n-manifold is splittable [AGS] . However, for n ≥ 5, no example of a non-splittable contractible open n-manifolds is known.
The Theorem of this paper generalizes results of [GST] where it is shown that a specific triangulation of the original dunce hat can't be expressed as the union of two collapsible subcomplexes. (The original dunce hat arises when the map f : ∂D ® J is homotopic to a homeomorphism and the set f -1 ({v}) contains exactly 3 points.)
As stated in the introduction, this theorem has consequences for the attempt to prove that the interior of the Mazur 4-manifold is splittable in the sense of Gabai. In particular, the Theorem applies transparently to the dunce hat spine of the Mazur 4-manifold and to a more general class of 2-dimensional polyhedra called generalized dunce hats. We now explain this application.
Definition.
A generalized dunce hat is a taut one-relator presentation 2-complex D ∪f J in which J is a single circle and f -1 (v) contains at least 3 points.
Corollary. Every generalized dunce hat is finitely unsplittable.
Proof. Suppose Δ ∪f J is a generalized dunce hat. Since J is a single circle, f : ∂Δ ® J is a taut map, and f -1 (v) contains at least 3 points, then Δ ∪f J is an unexposed taut one-relator presentation 2-complex which doesn't fall under the exceptional case described in the statement of the Theorem. Hence, the Theorem implies Δ ∪f J is finitely unsplittable. ∎ Before embarking on the proof of the Theorem, we present evidence that weakening the hypotheses or strengthening the conclusions of the Theorem and the Corollary in various ways will vitiate them. Also we show that the conclusion of the Theorem can't be strengthened to rule out expressing an unexposed taut one-relator presentation 2-complex as the union of three proper subpolyhedra with trivial first homology.
First, we show that the scope of the Theorem can't be extended to include taut presentation 2-complexes with naked edges. Example 1. Suppose J = J1 ∨ J2 and f : ∂Δ → J1 is a degree 3 covering map. (Hence, f -1 (J1 -{v}) has at three components.) Then Q = (Δ ∪f J1) ∨ J2 is a taut presentation 2-complexes with no free edges, but J2 is a naked edge. Let K and B be subarcs of J2 such that v Î int(K), v Ï B and K ∪ B = J2. Let A = (Δ ∪f J1) ∪ K. Then A and B are proper subpolyhedra of Q, A ∪ B = Q, H1(A) ≈ H1(Δ ∪f J1) ≈ ℤ3 and H1(B) = 0. Hence, Q is finitely splittable.
Second, we show that the Theorem becomes false if taut presentation 2-complexes are allowed to have free edges. Proposition 1. If Q = Δ ∪f J is a taut one-relator presentation 2-complex in which J1 is a free edge, then Q can be expressed as the union of two collapsible proper subpolyhedra. Hence, Q is finitely splittable.
Proof. Let J´ = J2 ∨ J3 ∨ … ∨ Jn. Then A = f -1 (J´) = ∂Δ -f -1 (int(J1)) is an arc in ∂D. Regard Δ as the product A ´ [0,1] where A is identified with A ´ {0}. Then the projection A ´ [0,1] → A ´ {0} can be regarded as a retraction r : Δ → A with the property that for each subpolyhedron B of A, r -1 (B) collapses to B. Conjugate r by q -1 to obtain a retraction s : Q → J´ with the property that for each subpolyhedron B of J´, s -1 (B) collapses to B. For each i between 2 and n, express Ji as the union of two subarcs Ki and Li such that v Î ∂Ki = ∂Li = Ki Ç Li. Let K = ⋃ K n i = 2 j and L = ⋃ L n i = 2 j. K and L are each cones with vertex v and K ∪ L = J´. Hence, K and L are collapsible. Since s -1 (K) and s -1 (L) collapse to K and L, respectively, then s -1 (K) and s -1 (L) are each collapsible. Since L Ë s -1 (K) and K Ë s -1 (L), then s -1 (K) and s -1 (L) are proper subpolyhedra of Q. Since s -1 (K) ∪ s -1 (L) = Q, then we have expressed Q as the union of two collapsible proper subpolyhedra. Hence, Q is finitely splittable. ∎ Third, we examine the three cases that arise when J is a single simple closed curve, f : ∂Δ → J is a taut map and f -1 ({v}) has 1 or 2 elements.
Example 3. If f -1 ({v}) has 1 element, then f : ∂Δ ® J is a homeomorphism and Δ ∪f J is a disk which can be expressed as the union of two proper subdisks. (Alternatively, observe that Δ ∪f J has a free edge and apply Proposition 1.) Example 4. Suppose f -1 ({v}) has 2 elements and f : ∂Δ ® J is a null-homotopic taut map. This is the exceptional case of the Theorem. Let Q = Δ ∪f J. Then the closures of the components of ∂Δ -f -1 ({v}) are two arcs A1 and A2 in ∂Δ such that A1 ∪ A2 = ∂Δ and A1 ∩ A2 = ∂A1 = ∂A2 = f -1 ({v}). Furthermore, there is a homeomorphism h : A1 → A2 such that f½A1 = f∘h. Then the quotient map q : Δ → Q factors as q = q2∘q1 where q1 : Δ → Δ/h and q2 : Δ/h → Q are quotient maps, Δ/h is the quotient space obtained from Δ by identifying x with h(x) for each x ∈ A1, and q2 identifies the two distinct points of the set q1(f -1 ({v})). Note that Δ/h is a 2-sphere. Thus, Q is a 2-sphere with a pair of points identified which we denote 2 / {2 points}. Let x ∈ int(A1) and let B be an arc in Δ joining x to h(x) such that int(B) ⊂ int(Δ). Then Δ is the union of two proper subdisks D1 and D2 such that D1 ∩ D2 = B. Observe that q(D1) = q2(q1(D1)) and q(D2) = q2(q1(D2)) are proper subdisks of Q whose union is such Q. (Also q(D1) ∩ q(D2) = ∂q(D1) ∪ {v} = ∂q(D2) ∪ {v} where {v} = int(q(D1)) ∩ int(q(D2)).) Thus, in this exceptional case, Q is finitely splittable.
Example 5. Suppose f -1 ({v}) has 2 elements and f : ∂Δ ® J is taut map which is not null-homotopic. Then f : ∂D ® J must be a degree two covering map, and Δ ∪f J is a projective plane. Since the Theorem holds in this situation, then the projective plane P 2 must be finitely unsplittable. Here is a self-contained proof of this assertion. Suppose P 2 is the union of two proper subpolyhedra A and B with finite first homology groups. We make A connected without changing its first homology by joining distinct components of A by arcs. We do the same for B. Then we thicken A and B by passing to their regular neighborhoods and, thereby, can assume that A and B are compact connected surfaces with boundary in P 2 . Then A and B collapse to connected 1-dimensional polyhedra K and L with the same first homology. Since the first homology of a 1-dimensional polyhedron is a direct sum of ℤ's, then H1(
Hence, K and L must be trees. Thus, A and B are collapsible and must therefore be disks. But the only closed surface that can be expressed as the union of two disks is the 2-sphere, not P 2 .
Fourth we explore whether the Theorem can be strengthened to conclude that an unexposed taut one-relator presentation 2-complex Q can't be represented as the union of two proper subpolyhedra A and B such that the inclusions of A and B into Q induce the zero map on first homology. In fact we show that this proposed strengthening is false for many generalized dunce hats including the original dunce hat.
Example 6. Consider a generalized dunce hat Q = Δ ∪f J where J is a single simple closed curve and f : ∂Δ → J is a taut map that induces an isomorphism between fundamental groups. (The original dunce hat has this property.) A Mayer-Vietoris sequence argument shows H1(Q) = 0. Let D be a disk in int(Δ), let A = q(D) and B = q(Δ -int(D)) where q : Δ → Q is the quotient map. Then Q = A ∪ B, A is collapsible because it is a disk, and the inclusion of B into Q induces the zero map on first homology because H1(Q) = 0.
If Δ ∪f J is a generalized dunce hat, then f : ∂Δ → J is a embedding on a neighborhood of every point of ∂Δ -f -1 ({v}). Thus, f has only one singular value in J, namely v. We now explore the effect of forming a quotient space Δ ∪f J for which the attaching map f : ∂Δ → J is allowed to have two singular values in J. We will see that the Theorem fails for such quotient spaces. We will exhibit a situation in which f has two singular values in J and the resulting quotient space is splittable into two collapsible subpolyhedra that intersect in a collapsible subpolyhedron. This phenomenon plays a central role in the second author's 2014 Ph.D. thesis [S] , allowing him to construct uncountably many topologically distinct contractible open 4-manifolds that are splittable in the sense of Gabai.
Example 7. Let v0 and v1 be distinct points of a simple closed curve J, and let J1 and J2 be the closures of the two components of J -{ v0, v1 }. Let Δ be a disk and let w0, w1, … , w5 be six distinct points of ∂D listed in cyclic order. Label the closures of the the components of ∂D -{ w0, w1, … , w5 } by E1, E2, … , E6 so that for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, ∂Ei = { wi-1, wi } (where w6 = w0). Let f : ∂D ® J be a map such that f -1 ({v0}) = { w0, w2, w4 }, f -1 ({v1}) = { w1, w3, w5 }, f maps each of E1, E2, and E3 homeomorphically onto J1, and f maps each of E4, E5, and E6 homeomorphically onto J2. (This description of f fixes f up to isotopies that preserve f½{ w0, w1, … , w5 }.) The quotient space Q = Δ ∪f J is called the Jester's hat and originates in the second author's 2014 Ph.D. thesis where it is shown that the Jester's hat is the spine of a compact contractible 4-manifold whose interior is splittable in the sense of Gabai. The fact that the 4-manifold is splittable follows directly from the fact that the Jester's hat can be expressed as the union of two collapsible proper subpolyhedra A and B that intersect in a collapsible subpolyhedron. We sketch the construction of A and B. Let q : Δ → Q denote the quotient map. Let L be an arc in Δ such that ∂L = { w0, w3 } and int(L) Ì int(Δ). Then Δ is the union of two disks D1 and D2 where
Let A = q(D1) and B = q(D2). Hence, Q = A ∪ B. A and B are easily seen to be collapsible. Indeed, the quotient map q transports a collapse of D1 onto E1 È E2 È E3 to a collapse of A onto the arc J1, and J1 collapses to a point. Similarly, B collapses to the arc J2 which collapses to a point. Also A ∩ B =q(L) is an arc and is, thereby, collapsible.
We end this section by proving a proposition which tells us that the conclusion of the Theorem can't be strengthened to rule out the possibility of expressing an unexposed taut one-relator presentation 2-complex as the union of three proper subpolyhedra with trivial first homology.
Proposition 2. Every unexposed taut one-relator presentation 2-complex is the union of three proper collapsible subpolyhedra. 
. Then C is a disk in Q. It follows that A, B and C are collapsible subpolyhedra of Q that cover Q. ∎
Auxiliary facts about components of submanifolds and finite graphs.
Here we record two propositions that will be used in the proof of the Theorem.
Notation. We need notations that distinguish between the two types of interiors that can be associated with a manifold that is the subset of a larger topological space. If A is a subset of a topological space X, let clX(A), intX(A) and frX(A) denote the closure, interior and frontier of A in X, respectively. Omit the subscript X in contexts where no ambiguity can arise from this omission. If M is a topological manifold, then from this point on, let (M) and ∂M denote the manifold interior and the manifold boundary of M, respectively.
Definition. If M ⊂ Q are manifolds and dim(M) = n, we call M a nice submanifold of Q if in(M) ⊂ in(Q) and if ∂M ∩ ∂Q and ∂M -in(∂M ∩ ∂Q) are (n -1)-manifolds.
Suppose T is a combinatorial triangulation of an n-manifold M (i.e., the link of every vertex of T is piecewise linearly homeomorphic to either a piecewise linear (n -1)-sphere or a piecewise linear (n -1)-ball.) Let K be a subcomplex of T. Then regular neighborhood theory ( [Br] , Theorem 3.6, page 231) implies that the simplicial neighborhood of K in a second derived subdivision T² of T is an n-dimensional nice submanifold of M.
Notation. If X is a topological space, let Comp(X) denote the set of all components of X.
are well defined bijections which are each other's inverses.
Proof. It suffices to prove that these two functions are well defined and that each is a left inverse of the other.
We will repeatedly use the following facts. Also D is an m-manifold (by fact iii)).
To complete the proof of Proposition 3, we must show that the function Definition. Suppose Γ is a finite graph. Let Γ≠2 be the maximal subcomplex of Γ that has no vertices of degree 2. Then |Γ| -|Γ≠2| is a 1-manifold without boundary. Let denote the set of all closures of components of |Γ| -|Γ≠2|. Then for each C ∈ , one of the following three cases occurs.
i) C is an arc and for v ∈ (Γ) ∩ C, deg(v,Γ) = 2 if and only if v ∈ int(C).
ii) C is a simple closed curve and there is exactly one element v of (Γ)
iii) C is a simple closed curve and a component of |Γ| and, thus, deg
Suppose that no component of |Γ| is a simple closed curve. Then only cases i) and ii) can occur. In this situation, we form a finite graph Γ* from Γ by consolidating each element of into a single edge of Γ*, and we call Γ* the consolidation of Γ. Observe that there is a subcomplex Γ≠2* of Γ* such that Γ≠2* contains all the vertices of Γ*, and there is a homeomorphism hΓ* : |Γ| → |Γ*| such that hΓ*(|Γ≠2|) = |Γ≠2*|, hΓ*½|Γ≠2| : |Γ≠2| → |Γ≠2*| is induced by a simplicial isomorphism from Γ≠2 to Γ≠2*, and for each C ∈ , hΓ*(C) is an edge of Γ* that is not an edge of Γ≠2*. It follows that for each v ∈ (Γ≠2), deg(v,Γ) = deg(hΓ*(v),Γ*), and Γ* has no vertices of degree 2. Thus, for each k ≥ 0, if k ≠ 2, then Γ and Γ* have the same number of vertices of degree k. Note that the process of creating Γ* by consolidation from Γ may create new loops and multiple edges. However, this process can't produce simple closed curves in |Γ*| unless they already exist in |Γ|. Thus, if each component of |Γ| is a finite tree, then so is each component of |Γ*|. Note that if each component of |Γ| is a finite tree, then only case i) can occur, and distinct elements of are arcs that are either disjoint or have at most one endpoint in common.
Lemma 1.
Suppose that Σ is a finite graph such that each component of |Σ| is a finite tree. If each vertex of Σ that is not an endpoint has degree ≥ 3, then the number of endpoints of Σ is strictly greater than the number of non-endpoint vertices of Σ.
Proof. It suffices to consider the case in which Σ is a finite tree. Let V and E denote the number of vertices and edges of Σ, respectively. Since Σ is a finite tree, its Euler characteristic is 1. Thus, V -E = 1. Let V∂ and Vι denote the number of endpoints and non-endpoint vertices of T, respectively. Then V = V∂ + Vι. Since 2E counts the vertices of Σ with multiplicity, then 2E ≥ V∂ + 3Vι. Hence, 2V∂ + 2Vι = 2V = 2E + 2 ≥ V∂ + 3Vι + 2.
Thus, V∂ ≥ Vι + 2. ∎ Lemma 2. If Γ is a finite graph in which each vertex has degree ≥ 3, then the number of vertices of Γ that lie in simple closed curves in |Γ| is strictly greater than the number of vertices that do not.
Proof. Let Σ denote the subcomplex of Γ consisting of all the edges of Γ that do not lie in simple closed curves in |Γ| together with the vertices of these edges. Since every vertex of Σ lies in an edge of Σ, then Σ has no isolated vertices. Also, clearly, |Σ| contains no simple closed curves. Thus, each component of |Σ| is a finite tree.
Let Σ* denote the consolidation of Σ as defined above. Then the remarks in the paragraph containing the definition of consolidation imply that each component of |Σ*| is a finite tree, Σ* has no vertices of degree 2, and for k ≥ 0, if k ≠ 2, then Σ and Σ* have the same number of vertices of degree k. Thus, Σ* has no isolated vertices. Hence, Lemma 1 implies that Σ* has more endpoints than non-endpoint vertices.
Let Vs denote the number of vertices of Γ that lie in simple closed curves in |Γ|, and let Vo denote the number of other vertices of Γ. We must prove Vo < Vs. Let V∂ denote the number of endpoints of Σ, and let V≥3 denote the number of vertices of Σ of degree ≥ 3. Finally, let V∂* and Vι* denote the number of endpoints and non-endpoint vertices of Σ*, respectively. Then the previous lemma implies Vι* < V∂*. The remarks of the previous paragraph imply V≥3 = Vι* and V∂* = V∂.
We assert that V0 ≤ V≥3. Indeed, suppose that v is a vertex of Γ that lies in no simple closed curve in |Γ|. Then every edge of Γ that contains v must belong to Σ. This implies that v lies in Σ and deg(v,Σ) = deg(v,Γ) ≥ 3. Hence, V0 ≤ V≥3.
We also assert that V∂ ≤ Vs. Suppose v is an endpoint of Σ. Then deg(v,Σ) = 1 < 3 ≤ deg(v,Γ). Hence, some edge of Γ that contains v doesn't belong to Σ. It follows that this edge must lie in a simple closed curve in |Γ|. So v must lie in a simple closed curve in |Γ|. This proves V∂ ≤ Vs.
Combining the preceding information yields: V0 ≤ V≥3 = Vι* < V∂* = V∂ ≤ Vs. ∎ Proposition 4. If Γ is a finite graph in which each vertex has degree ≥ 2 and α : (Γ) → (Γ) is an involution of (Γ) without fixed points that preserves the degree of each vertex, then there is a vertex v of Γ such that both v and α(v) lie in simple closed curves in |Γ|. Furthermore, if Γ has a vertex of degree > 2, then we can choose v to be a vertex of Γ of degree > 2.
Proof. First observe that if every vertex of Γ has degree 2, then |Γ| is a closed 1-manifold. Hence, every vertex of Γ lies on a simple closed curve in |Γ| -finishing the proof. So we might as well assume that Γ has vertices of degree > 2. Let β denote the restriction of α to { v ∈ (Γ) : deg(v) > 2 }. It suffices to find a vertex v of Γ of degree > 2 such that both v and β(v) lie in simple closed curves in |Γ|. Next, we might as well delete from Γ all components of |Γ| that contain no vertices of degree > 2; in other words, assume that each component of |Γ| contains a vertex of degree > 2.
Form the consolidation Γ* of Γ as defined above. Since each vertex of Γ has degree ≥ 2, then each vertex of Γ* has degree ≥ 3. Recall that there is a homeomorphism hΓ* : |Γ| → |Γ*| such that (hΓ*) -1 sends each vertex of Γ* to a vertex of Γ of the same degree (≥ 3). Since β preserves degrees of vertices, it induces an involution β* = hΓ*∘β∘(hΓ*) -1 ½ (Γ*) : (Γ*) → (Γ*) without fixed points that also preserves degrees of vertices. Thus, for some positive integer n, we can write (Γ*) as the disjoint union of two n-element sets 1 and 2 such that β*( 1) = 2. Let * denote the set of vertices of Γ* that lie in simple closed curves in |Γ*|.
We will prove that there is a v* ∈ * ∩ 1 such that β*(v*) ∈ * ∩ 2. If not, then β*( * ∩ 1) ∩ ( * ∩ 2) = ∅. For each finite set A, let #A denote the number of elements in A. Since β*( * ∩ 1) ⊂ 2, then #β*( * ∩ 1) + #( * ∩ 2) ≤ # 2 = n. Since β* is injective, then #( * ∩ 1) + #( * ∩ 2) ≤ n. Since * is the disjoint union of * ∩ 1 and * ∩ 2, then # * ≤ n. But the previous lemma implies that # * > n. We conclude that there is a v* ∈ * ∩ 1 such that β*(v*) ∈ * ∩ 2. Thus, v* is a vertex of Γ* of degree ≥ 3 such that both v* and β*(v*) lie in simple closed curves in |Γ*|. Let v = (hΓ*) -1 (v*). Then v is a vertex of Γ of degree ≥ 3, and the homeomorphism (hΓ*) -1 : |Γ*| → |Γ| sends the simple closed curves in |Γ*| that contain v* and β*(v*) to simple curves in |Γ| that contain v and (hΓ*) -1 (β*(v*)) = β(v). ∎ 4. Proof of the Theorem. Let Q = Δ ∪f J be an unexposed taut one-relator presentation 2-complex where Δ is a 2-dimensional disk, J = J1 ∨ J2 ∨ … ∨ Jn is a wedge of n circles with vertex v, and f : ∂Δ ® J is a taut map. Because Q has no exposed edges, then f -1 (Ji -{v}) must have at least 2 components for each i between 1 and n.
Next we discuss the link of v in Q because it plays an important role in the upcoming proof.
Definition. Suppose P is a polyhedron, v Î P, and K is a triangulation of P such that v is a vertex of K. Then the star of v in K, denoted St(v,K), is the subcomplex of K consisting of all simplices of K that contain v and their faces, and the link of v in K, denoted Lk(v,K), is the subcomplex of St(v,K) consisting of all simplices of St(v,K) that don't contain v. Let St(v,P) and Lk(v,P) denote the polyhedra underlying St(v,K) and Lk(v,K), respectively. (St(v,P) and Lk(v,P) are the unions of all the simplices of K that belong to St(v,K) and Lk(v,K), respectively.) Then St(v,P) and Lk(v,P) are piecewise linear invariants of the pair (P,v). ( [Br] , Theorem 2.1 and its proof, page 225.) Moreover, St(v,P) and Lk(v,P) naturally embed as subpolyhedra of P.
Suppose Q = Δ ∪f J is an unexposed taut one-relator presentation 2-complex. We will now describe specific embeddings of St(v,Q) and Lk(v,Q) in Q. For each i between 1 and n, let Ei be a small arc in Ji containing v in its interior. We identify St(v,Ji) and Lk(v,Ji) with Ei and ∂Ei, respectively. Observe that ⋃ E n i = 1 i is a cone in J with vertex v and base ⋃ ∂E n i = 1 i. We identify St(v,J) with ⋃ E n i = 1 i and Lk(v,J) with ⋃ ∂E
Equality is a consequence of the fact that Q has no naked edges.) For each L ∈ ℒ, there is a point uL ∈ in(L) such that {uL} = f -1 ({v}) Ç L. For each L ∈ ℒ, one of two possibilities occurs. Either f½L : L → ⋃ E n i = 1 i is an embedding which maps the two components of L -{uL} homeomorphically onto two distinct components of (⋃ E n i = 1 i) -{v}, or f½L "folds" L at the interior point uL and maps each of the two components of L -{uL} homeomorphically onto the same component of ∪ L ∈ ℒ q(∂L´) and whose set of edges is { q(L´) : L ∈ ℒ }. Notice that for each L ∈ ℒ, q(∂L´) is a set consisting of either two vertices or one vertex of Λ(v,Q); in the former case, q(L´) is an arc joining two vertices, and in the latter case, q(Lj´) is a simple closed curve containing a single vertex.
Let w be a vertex of Λ = Λ(v,Q). Then w ∈ ∂Ei ⊂ Ji -{v} for some i between 1 and n. f -1 ({w}) is a finite set with one element in each component of f -1 (Ji -{v}). For each L ∈ ℒ, if an endpoint of L lies f -1 ({w}), then q(L´) is an edge of Λ emanating from w. Moreover, q(L´) contributes 1 to deg(w,Λ) if only one endpoint of L lies in f -1 ({w}), while q(L´) contributes 2 to deg(w,Λ) if both endpoints of L lie in f -1 ({w}). (In the former situation, q(L´) is an arc with one endpoint at w, while in the latter situation, q(L´) is a simple closed curve containing w.) Moreover, each point of f -1 ({w}) is an endpoint of L´ for exactly one element L of ℒ. Thus, deg(w,Λ) equals the number of elements of f -1 ({w}) which, in turn, equals the number of components of f -1 (Ji -{v}). Since Q has no exposed edges, then f -1 (Ji -{v}) has at least 2 components, and, thus, deg(w,Λ) ≥ 2. It follows that if f -1 (Ji -{v}) has exactly 2 components for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then deg(w,Λ) = 2 for each vertex w of Λ. In that case, each component of Lk(v,Q) is a simple closed curve. We note that if ∂Ei = { w, w´}, then deg(w,Λ) and deg(w´,Λ) both equal to the number of components of f -1 (Ji -{v}) and, hence, are equal to each other. Therefore, a degree preserving involution α : (Λ) → (Λ) without fixed points is defined by having α interchange the points of ∂Ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Proposition 4 now implies that, in the case that some vertex of Lk(v,Q) has degree ≥ 3, then there is an i between 1 and n such that both points of ∂Ei lie in simple closed curves in Lk(v,Q) and have degree ≥ 3. Thus, if f -1 (Ji -{v}) has at least 3 components for some i between 1 and n, then there is an i between 1 and n such that both points of ∂Ei = Lk(v,Q) ∩ Ji lie in simple closed curves in Lk(v,Q), and f -1 (Ji -{v}) has at least 3 components.
Assume Q is finitely splittable. Then Q is the union of two proper subpolyhedra A and B each of which has a finite first homology group.
At this point, the proof bifurcates into two cases.
Case 1. f -1 (Ji -{v}) has exactly two components for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Case 2. f -1 (Ji -{v}) has at least 3 components for some i between 1 and n.
The proof of Case 1. Assume v ∈ A. Although we didn't initially suppose that A and B are connected, we now make them connected. We join distinct components of A by arcs (one fewer arcs than the number of components). According to the reduced Mayer-Vietoris sequence, this process doesn't alter A's first homology. We do the same for B.
In this case, each point of Ji -{v} has a neighborhood in Q homeomorphic to ℝ 2 . Thus, Q -{v} is an open 2-manifold. Also Lk(v,K) is the union of a finite pairwise disjoint collection { S1, S2, … , Sk } of simple closed curves, and St(v,K) = (v⋆S1) ∪ (v⋆S2) ∪ … ∪ (v⋆Sk), where each v⋆Si is a cone with vertex v and base Si that is embedded in Q so that (v⋆Si) ∩ (v⋆Sj) = {v} for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k.
The quotient map q : Δ → Q factors as q = q2∘q1 where q1 : Δ → Q′, q2 : Q′→ Q and Q′ is the closed 2-manifold obtained from Q by replacing each cone v⋆Si by a cone wi⋆Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ k so that (wi⋆Si) ∩ (wj⋆Sj) = ∅ for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. q2 : Q′ → Q is the identity on each Si and outside ⋃ ( k i = 1 wi⋆Si), q2(wi) = v and q2 maps each arc in the cone structure of wi⋆Si to the corresponding arc in the cone structure of v⋆Si for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. q1 : Δ → Q′ is the quotient map that identifies the two components of the f -1 (Ji -{v})'s but identifies two elements of f -1 ({v}) only if it is forced by the identifications of the two components of the f -1 (Ji -{v})'s. (There is a one-to-one correspondence between the points of q1(f -1 ({v})) and the components of Lk(v,K).) Let T be a triangulation of Q so that subcomplexes of T triangulate {v}, each Ji, A, B, and so that there is a triangulation q2 -1 (T) of Q′ that makes q2 : Q′ → Q a simplicial map from q2 -1 (T) to T. Let T² be a second derived subdivision of T. Then there is a second derived subdivision q2 -1 (T)² of q2 -1 (T) so that q2 : Q′ → Q is simplicial from q2 -1 (T)² to T². We enlarge A and B by replacing them by their simplicial neighborhood with respect to T². This process replaces q2 -1 (A) and q2 -1 (B) by their simplicial neighborhood with respect to q -1 (T)². Then according to the remark following the definition of nice submanifold in section 3, q2 -1 (A) and q2 -1 (B) are compact 2-dimensional submanifolds of Q′. Thus, q2 -1 (A) and q2 -1 (B) have non-empty boundaries.
Since v ∈ A and A is "thickened" to a simplicial neighborhood of itself, then q2 -1 ({v}) ⊂ in (q2 -1 (A) ).
We assert that every component q2 -1 (A) must contain a point of q2 -1 ({v}) = { w1, w2, … , wk }. For if C is a component of q2 -1 (A) that is disjoint form q2 -1 ({v}), then A is the union of the two disjoint closed subsets q2(C) and q2(q2 -1 (A) -C). This contradicts the fact that A is connected.
No component of q2 -1 (A) can contain two distinct elements of q2 -1 ({v}) = { w1, w2, … , wk }. For if C is a component of q2 -1 (A) that contains w1 and w2, then C contains an arc E with endpoints w1 and w2 that misses w3, w4, … , wk. There is a retraction r´ : q2 -1 (A) → E such that r´(q2 -1 (A) -C) = {w1}. If we conjugate r´ by (q2½q2 -1 (A)) -1 , we obtain a retraction r of A onto the simple closed curve q2(E). Hence, idq 2 (E) = r∘ where : q2(E) → A denotes inclusion. This factorization induces the factorization of id : H1(q2(E)) → H1(q2(E)) as the composition of ⋆ : H1(q2(E)) → H1(A) and r⋆ : H1(A) → H1(q2(E)). Since H1(q2(E)) ≈ ℤ and H1(A) is a finite group, this is impossible. It follows that for each component C of q2 -1 (A), q2½C : C → Q is an embedding. (D)) is a finite group. Hence, H1(C,{w1}) is a finite group. The exactness of the sequence, H1({w1}) → H1(C) → H1(C,{w1}) → H 8 0({w1}) implies H1(C) is a finite group. Since C is a compact connected 2-manifold with boundary, it collapses to a compact connected 1-dimensional polyhedron K with the same first homology group. Since the first homology group of a compact 1-dimensional polyhedron is a direct sum of ℤ's, then H1(K) = 0. Thus, K is a tree. Therefore, C is collapsible and must be a disk.
We can apply the same arguments to B and q2 -1 (B) to show that each component of q2 -1 (B) is a disk. (If v ∈ B, then the argument of the previous paragraph applies. If v ∉ B, then B is a compact connected 2-manifold with non-empty boundary and finite first homology group. Then, as argued in the previous paragraph, each component of B and of q2 -1 (B) is a disk.) Also, as we showed for the components of q2 -1 (A), no component of q2 -1 (B) can contain two points of { w1, w2, … , wk }. We have Q′ = q2 -1 (A) ∪ q2 -1 (B). We can enlarge q2 -1 (A) to a single disk by connecting distinct components of q2 -1 (A) by bands. Similarly we can enlarge q2 -1 (B) to a single disk. Thus, Q′ is the union of 2 disks. Since the only closed 2-manifold that can be expressed as the union of 2 disks is a 2-sphere, then Q′ must be a 2-sphere.
The map q1 : Δ → Q′ imposes a cell-structure on Q′. This cell-structure has one 2-cell q1(Δ), n 1-cells q1(cl(f -1 (Ji -{v}))) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and k vertices q1(f -1 ({v})) = { w1, w2, … , wk }. Therefore, the Euler characteristic of Q′ is k -n + 1. Consequently, k -n + 1 = 2. So k = n + 1. Thus, k ≥ 2.
We will prove k ≤ 2. Assume k ≥ 3. Let Di be the component of q2 -1 (A) that contains wi for 1
is connected, then it is contained in a single disk component C of q2 -1 (B). C can contain at most one wi. Therefore, after reindexing, we can suppose w1 and w2 ∉ C. Push ∂D1 slightly out of D1 to a simple closed curve L in C that separates w1 and w2 in the 2-sphere Q′. There is a retraction of Q′ -{ w1, w2 } onto L that restricts to a retraction r of C onto L. Then idL = r∘ where : L → C denotes inclusion. This composition induces a composition This composition induces the factorization of id : H1(L) → H1(L) as the composition of ⋆ : H1(L) → H1(C) and r⋆ : H1(C) → H1(L). Since H1(q2(E)) ≈ ℤ and H1(C) = {0}, this is impossible. We have proved that k ≤ 2. Hence, k = 2 and n = k -1 = 1. Thus, J is a single simple closed curve. Since f -1 (J -{v}) has exactly 2 components, we are in one of the two situations described in Examples 4 and 5 in Section 2. In Example 4, f : ∂Δ ® J is null-homotopic and Q is 2 / {2 points}, the single exceptional case mentioned in the statement of the Theorem. In Example 5, f : ∂Δ ® J is a degree 2 covering map and Q is a projective plane which is finitely unsplittable and, therefore, satisfies the conclusion of the Theorem.
This completes the proof of Case 1. ∎ The proof of Case 2. Since f -1 (Ji -{v}) has at least 3 components for some i between 1 and n, then after reindexing, we can assume that f -1 (J1 -{v}) has at least 3 components and both points of Lk(v,Q) ∩ J1 lie in simple closed curves in Lk(v,Q).
To guide the reader through the upcoming argument, we briefly describe the five steps that comprise it.
i)
Find a point b Î J1 -B such that b ≠ v.
ii) Make A connected by adding arcs and then thicken A to a regular neighborhood of itself. This makes each A Ç Ji a 1-dimensional submanifold of Ji, A -J a 2-dimensional submanifold of P -J and q -1 (A) a nice 2-dimensional submanifold of D.
iii) Let ℰ denote the set of components of A ∩ J and let ℱ denote the set of components of A -J. Construct a graph Γ in A with a vertex wE ∈ E for each E ∈ ℰ, a vertex wF ∈ F for each F ∈ ℱ, and an edge joining wE to wF in cl(F) if and only if E ∩ cl(F) ≠ AE. Then prove that A strong deformation retracts onto |Γ|, |Γ| is a tree, and cl(F) is a disk for each F Î ℱ and A is the union of { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱ }. Thus, A is a tree of disks.
iv) Prove Lemma 4: If a disk G in Q intersects J in an arc H ⊂ J1 -{v} such that ∂H ⊂ ∂G and b ∈ in(H) ⊂ in (G) , then the inclusion map ∂G → Q -{b} induces a monomorphism on first homology.
v) Let Eb be the unique element of ℰ that contains b. Construct a subcomplex Γ* of Γ that contains the vertex wE b and is maximal in Γ with respect to the property that for each vertex wE of Γ*, except possibly wE b , deg(wE,Γ*) = 2. The nature of Γ* at wE b breaks into three cases depending on the local topology of A near b. The upshot is that the union A* of { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱ and wF is a vertex of Γ* } is a disk containing b in its interior with the property that ∂A* ⊂ fr(A) ⊂ B. It follows that the inclusion induced map H1(∂A*) → H1(Q -{b}) factors through the finite group H1(B). The latter statement contradicts the conclusion of Lemma 4 because we can choose a disk G in in(A*) satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 4.
If you understand these five steps completely, read no further. For everyone else, we provide a detailed proof.
We begin by proving B can't contain J1.
Lemma 3. If Q = Δ ∪f J is an unexposed taut one-relator presentation 2-complex and B is a proper subpolyhedron of Q with finite first homology group, then B can't contain Ji for any i between 1 and n.
Proof. Suppose B contains J1. Since no Ji is a naked edge of Q for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, then Q -J is a dense subset of Q. Hence, every non-empty open subset of Q must contain points of Q -J. Since Q -B is a non-empty open subset of Q, then there is a point x Î (Q -B) -J. There is a point y Î in(Δ) such that q -1 ({x}) = {y}. Consider a retraction of Δ -{y} onto ∂Δ. We conjugate this retraction by q -1 to obtain a retraction r1 of Q -{x} onto J. Let r2 be the retraction of J onto J1 which, for 2 ≤ i ≤ n, maps Ji to v. Then r2∘r1½B is a retraction r of B onto J1. Then r∘i = idJ 1 where i : J1 → B denotes the inclusion. Hence, the identity map H1(J1) → H1(J1) factors through the finite group H1(B). Since H1(J1) ≈ ℤ, this is impossible. Thus, B can't contain J1. ∎ Observe that the argument used in the proof of Lemma 3 also shows neither A nor B can contain Ji for any i between 1 and n. Although we did not initially suppose that A is connected, we now make A connected as we did in the proof of Case 1.
Let T be a triangulation of Q so that subcomplexes of T triangulate {v}, each Ji, A, B and {b}, and so that there is a triangulation q -1 (T) of Δ that makes q : Δ → Q a simplicial map from q -1 (T) to T. Let T² be a second derived subdivision of T. Then there is a second derived subdivision q -1 (T)² of q -1 (T) so that q : Δ → D is simplicial from q -1 (T)² to T². We enlarge A by replacing it by its simplicial neighborhood with respect to T². This process replaces q -1 (A) by its simplicial neighborhood with respect to q -1 (T)². Then according to the remark following the definition of nice submanifold in section 3, A ∩ Ji is now a 1-dimensional submanifold of Ji for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and q -1 (A) is now a nice 2-dimensional submanifold of Δ. Thus, q -1 (A) ∩ ∂Δ is a 1-dimensional submanifold of ∂Δ, and q -1 (A) ∩ in(Δ) is a 2-dimensional submanifold of in(Δ). Since q maps in(Δ) homeomorphically onto Q -J, then it follows that A -J is a 2-dimensional
We devote the next three paragraphs to describing the topology of A at points of A ∩ J. Let ℰ denote the set of components of A ∩ J, and for each i between 1 and n, let ℰi denote the set of components of A ∩ Ji. Since A ∩ Ji is a 1-dimensional submanifold of Ji, then each element of ℰi is an arc in Ji. Let E ∈ ℰi. Since v is a vertex of the triangulation T of Q and E arises by taking a simplicial neighborhood of A ∩ Ji in a second derived subdivision T² of T, then v ∈ E implies v ∈ in(E). Similarly, if i = 1 and b ∈ E, then b ∈ in(E). Now consider an element E of ℰ. If v ∉ E, then E is an element of some ℰi and, hence E is an arc in Ji -{v}. (Then, as previously noted, if i = 1 and b ∈ E, then b ∈ in(E).) On the other hand, if v ∈ E, then E = ⋃ E n i = 1 i where Ei ∈ ℰi and v ∈ in(Ei) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus, E is a cone in J with vertex v and base ⋃ ∂E n i = 1 i. Therefore, E is a regular neighborhood of v in J. Again either b ∉ E or b ∈ in(E1). Since f = q½∂Δ : ∂Δ → J maps each component of ∂Δ -q -1 ({v}) homemorphically onto Ji -{v} for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, it follows that for each E ∈ ℰ, q -1 (E) is the union of a finite pairwise disjoint collection of arcs in ∂Δ such that if v ∈ E, then q -1 ({v}) ⊂ in(q -1 (E)) and if b ∈ E, then q -1 ({b}) ⊂ in(q -1 (E)).
Consider an E ∈ ℰ. Then q -1 (E) is the union of a finite pairwise disjoint collection of arcs in ∂Δ. First focus on the case in which v ∉ E. In this situation q maps each D ∈ homeomorphically onto E. Let N be a regular neighborhood of E in A. Then q -1 (N) is a regular neighborhood of q -1 (E) in q -1 (A). Since q -1 (A) is a nice 2-dimensional submanifold of Δ, it follows that q -1 (N) is the union of a finite pairwise disjoint collection of disks { ND : D ∈ } such that ND ∩ ∂Δ = D for each D ∈ . Furthermore, q embeds each ND in N such that q(ND 1 ) ∩ q(ND 2 ) = E for distinct D1 and D2 ∈ . Thus, N is an open book with pages q(ND), D ∈ , and binding E.
Next consider the case in which v ∈ E. Recall that in this situation, E = ⋃ E n i = 1 i where Ei ∈ ℰi and v ∈ in(Ei) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. As we previously observed, E is a cone in J with vertex v and base ⋃ ∂E n i = 1 i. For each i between 1 and n, express Ei as the union of two subarcs Ei′ and Ei″ such that Ei′ ∩ Ei″ = {v}. Again q -1 (E) is the union of a finite pairwise disjoint collection of arcs in ∂Δ. In this situation, for each D ∈ , there is a point uD ∈ in(D) such that q -1 ({v}) ∩ D = {uD} and D can be expressed as the union of two subarcs D′ and D″ such that D′ ∩ D″ = {uD}. Then for each D ∈ , q maps each of D′ and D″ homeomorphically onto one of the arcs E1′, E1″, E2′, E2″, … , En′, En″. Furthermore, if q(D′) ≠ q(D″), then q embeds D in E. However, if q(D′) = q(D″), then q½D has a single critical point at uD. Let 1 = { D ∈ : q(D′) ≠ q(D″) } and let 2 = { D ∈ : q(D′) = q(D″) }. Then is the disjoint union of 1 and 2. Again consider a regular neighborhood N of E in A. As before, q -1 (N) is a regular neighborhood of q -1 (E) in q -1 (A). Since q -1 (A) is a nice 2-dimensional submanifold of Δ, it follows that q -1 (N) is the union of a finite pairwise disjoint collection of disks { ND : D ∈ } such that ND ∩ ∂Δ = D for each D ∈ . Furthermore, q embeds each ND -D in N -E such that q(ND 1 -D1) ∩ q(ND 2 -D2) = ∅ for distinct D1 and D2 ∈ . Thus, N is an open pop-up book with pages q(ND), D ∈ , and binding E. Moreover, for D ∈ 1, q embeds ND in N and the page q(ND) is a disk attached to E along the arc q(D′) ∪ q(D″) in its boundary; whereas for D ∈ 2, q½ND is not an embedding and the page q(ND) is a "cone" with vertex v attached to E along the arc q(D′) = q(D″) ∈ { E1′, E1″, E2′, E2″, … , En′, En″ } which joins the vertex v of this cone to a point in its base.
Next we argue that each component of q -1 (A) is a disk. We first observe that every component of q -1 (A) must intersect ∂Δ. For suppose C is a component of q -1 (A) that is disjoint from ∂Δ. Then C and q -1 (A) -C are disjoint closed subsets of Δ, and q(C) and q(q -1 (A) -C) are disjoint closed subsets of Q whose union is A. This contradicts our earlier supposition that A is connected. Now suppose C is a component of q -1 (A) that is not a disk. Then C is a disk with holes and there is a component K of ∂C that lies in(Δ) and bounds a disk F in in(Δ).
Since every component of q -1 (A) intersects ∂Δ, then in(F) can't contain a component of q -1 (A). Thus, in(F) ∩ q -1 (A) = AE. Since Δ -in(F) is an annulus with boundary components ∂Δ and K, and since q -1 (A) ∩ ∂Δ is a proper subset of ∂Δ, then there is a retraction of Δ -in(F) onto K that maps q -1 (A) ∩ ∂Δ to a single point z Î K. We restrict this retraction to C to obtain a retraction of C onto K that maps C Ç ∂Δ to z. We conjugate this retraction by (q½C) -1 to obtain a retraction r0 of q(C) onto q(K) that maps q(C) ∩ J to q(z). Let D = q -1 (A) -C. Then C and D are disjoint closed subsets of Δ such that q(C) ∪ q(D) = A and q(C) ∩ q(D) ⊂ J. Since r0 maps q(C) ∩ J to q(z), then r0 extends to a retraction r of A onto q(K) which sends q(D) to q(z). Hence, r º j = idq(K) where j : q(K) → A denotes the inclusion. Therefore, the identity map H1(q(K)) → H1(q(K)) factors through the finite group H1(A). Since H1(q(K)) ≈ ℤ, this is impossible. Thus, each component of q -1 (A) must be a disk. The next step of the proof is to construct a graph Γ in A which is a spine of A in the sense that there is a strong deformation retraction of A onto Γ. Recall that ℰ denotes the set of components of A ∩ J, and each element of ℰ is either an arc in J -{v} or a regular neighborhood of v in J (which happens to be a cone with vertex v). Let ℱ denote the set of components of A -J. Then each F ∈ ℱ is a 2-dimensional submanifold of Q -J, and cl(F) is a compact subpolyhedron of Q such that, for each component D of cl(F) ∩ J, there is an element E of ℰ such that D ⊂ E. Furthermore, if v ∉ E, then D = E. However, if v ∈ E (and E is a cone in J with vertex v and base β(E)), then either D is an arc in E joining two distinct points of β(E), or D is an arc in E joining v to a point of β(E).
Γ has two types of vertices which we choose according to the following rules.
i) For each E ∈ ℰ: if v ∉ E, choose a point wE ∈ in(E), and if v ∈ E, choose wE = v.
ii) For each F ∈ ℱ, choose a point wF ∈ in(F).
Then { wE : E ∈ ℰ } ∪ { wF : F ∈ ℱ } is the set of vertices of Γ. Since q maps q -1 (A) ∩ in(D) homeomorphically onto A -J, then { q -1 (F) : F ∈ ℱ } is the set of components of q -1 (A) ∩ in(Δ). For each F ∈ ℱ, let P(F) = cl(q -1 (F)). Since q -1 (A) is a nice submanifold of Δ, then Proposition 3 implies that { P(F) : F ∈ ℱ } is the collection of components of q -1 (A), and P(F) ∩ in(Δ) = q -1 (F) for each F ∈ ℱ. Hence, each P(F) is a nice 2-dimensional submanifold of Δ and, in particular, as we argued in a previous paragraph, P(F) is a disk. Furthermore, q -1 (wF) ∈ in(P(F)). Let B(F) = P(F) ∩ q -1 ( { wE : E ∈ ℰ } ). Then B(F) is a finite subset of P(F) ∩ ∂Δ Ì ∂P(F). Let K(F) be a cone in P(F) with vertex q -1 (wF) and base B(F) such that K(F) ∩ ∂P(F) = B(F). Then q(K(F)) is a 1-dimensional polyhedron in cl(F). Let ΓF be the graph whose underlying polyhedron is q(K(F)), whose vertex set is { wF } ∪ q(B(F)) and whose edges are the arcs in q(K(F)) joining wF to a point of q(B(F)). Let Γ = ∪ F ∈ ℱ ΓF. Then Γ is a graph in A. (In fact Γ is a bipartite graph whose only edges join a vertex of the set { wE : E ∈ ℰ } to a vertex of the set { wF : F ∈ ℱ }.) Also observe that because q -1 (A) is a nice compact 2-dimensional submanifold of Δ, then each component of q -1 (A) ∩ ∂Δ must be an arc which lies in the boundary of a unique component of q -1 (A). Thus, each component of q -1 (A) ∩ ∂Δ lies in ∂P(F) for a unique F ∈ ℱ.
There is a strong deformation retraction of A onto |Γ|, the polyhedron underlying Γ, which is constructed in several steps. Begin with a strong deformation retraction of A ∩ J onto { wE : E ∈ ℰ }. (Since each component E of A ∩ J is either an arc with wE ∈ in(E) or a cone with vertex wE = v, then this strong deformation retraction clearly exists.)
Each component D of q -1 (A ∩ J) is an arc which is mapped by q into a component E of A ∩ J in a fashion that allows the strong deformation retraction of E onto wE to be lifted to a strong deformation retraction of D onto the one-point set D ∩ q -1 ({wE}) via conjugation by q½D. Hence, the strong deformation retraction of A ∩ J onto { wE : E ∈ ℰ } can be lifted (via conjugation by q) to a strong deformation retraction of q -1 (A ∩ J) onto q -1 ( { wE : E ∈ ℰ } ). For each F ∈ ℱ, this strong deformation retraction restricts to a strong deformation retraction of P(F) ∩ ∂Δ onto B(F) which, in turn, extends to a strong deformation retraction of P(F) onto K(F). This strong deformation retraction pushes down (via conjugation by q -1 ) to a strong deformation retraction of cl(F) onto q(K(F)) which extends the original strong deformation retraction of cl(F) ∩ J onto { wE : E ∈ ℰ } ∩ cl(F). The union of these strong deformation retractions is a strong deformation retraction of A onto |Γ|.
The end of the strong deformation retraction of A onto |Γ| is a retraction map r : A → |Γ|. Then r∘σ = id|Γ| where σ : |Γ| → A denotes the inclusion. Hence, the identity map H1(|Γ|) ® H1(|Γ|) factors through the finite group H1(A). Thus, H1(|Γ|) must be a finite group. Since Γ is a graph, then H1(|Γ|) is a direct sum of ℤ's. Hence, H1(|Γ|) = 0 and |Γ| must be a tree.
Our next goal is to show that cl(F) is a disk for each F ∈ ℱ. Let F ∈ ℱ. q maps the disk P(F) onto cl(F), and q maps P(F) -∂D homeomorphically onto cl(F) -J. It remains to analyze the behavior of q on the components of P(F) ∩ ∂Δ. q can't identify two distinct points of B(F), because if it did, this would create a simple closed curve in |Γ|, contradicting the fact that |Γ| is a tree. So if x ∈ q -1 ({wE}) and x´ ∈ q -1 ({wE´}) are distinct points of B(F) where E and E´ ∈ ℰ, then wE ≠ wE´ and, hence, E ≠ E´. Therefore, q must map distinct components of P(F) ∩ ∂Δ into distinct components of A ∩ J. (Said another way: if E ∈ ℰ and cl(F) ∩ E ≠ ∅, then P(F) contains exactly one of the components of q -1 (E) and is disjoint from all the others.) Suppose E ∈ ℰ and cl(F) ∩ E ≠ ∅. Then there is a unique component E* of P(F) ∩ ∂Δ which q maps into E. There are three possible cases. i) v ∉ E. In this case, q maps E* homeomorphically onto E.
ii) v ∈ E and q embeds E* in E. In this case, E is a cone in J with vertex v and base β(E) and q maps E* homeomorphically onto an arc in E joining two distinct points of β(E).
iii) v ∈ E and q½E* : E* → E has a critical point. In this case, there is a unique point v* ∈ in(E*) such that q(v*) = v, and q maps each component of E* -{v*} homeomorphically onto a single component of E -{v}. (In other words, q maps E* onto an arc in E joining v to a point of β(E) folding E at v*.) The effect that q has on P(F) is to zip up P(F) along the arc E* ⊂ ∂P(F), taking in(E*) to a half open arc that lies in in(cl(F)).
q maps P(F) onto cl(F) and q maps P(F) -∂Δ homeomorphically onto cl(F) -J. In the event that case iii) doesn't occur, then q maps each component of P(F) ∩ ∂Δ homeomorphically onto a corresponding component of cl(F) ∩ J. In this situation q maps P(F) homeomorphically onto cl(F), making cl(F) a disk. Also note that in this situation, the components of cl(F) ∩ J = q(P(F) ∩ Δ) are arcs in ∂cl(F). In the event that case iii) occurs (for a unique E ∈ ℰ for which v ∈ E and cl(F) ∩ E ≠ ∅), then q maps all but one of the components of P(F) ∩ ∂Δ homeomorphically onto a corresponding component of cl(F) ∩ J, and q zips up the remaining component of P(F) ∩ ∂Δ as described above. In this situation, although q½P(F) : P(F) → cl(F) is not a homeomorphism, nonetheless q½P(F) does not alter the topological type of P(F). Hence, cl(F) is also a disk in the event that case iii) occurs.
The preceding description reveals:
for E ∈ ℰ and F ∈ ℱ, wE and wF are joined by an edge in Γ if and only if E ∩ cl(F) ≠ ∅.
Indeed, an edge of Γ joining wE to wF is the image under q of an arc in P(F). Thus, wE ∈ E ∩ q(P(F)) = E ∩ cl(F). On the other hand, if E ∩ cl(F) ≠ ∅, then the way that wE is chosen guarantees that wE ∈ cl(F) = q(P(F)). Thus, P(F) ∩ q -1 ({wE}) contains a point x, the cone K(F) contains an arc joining its vertex q -1 (wF) to x, and q maps this arc to an edge of Γ that joins wF to wE.
Since A is the union of the collection of disks { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱ } and the intersection pattern of { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱ } is encoded by Γ where |Γ| is a tree, we call A a tree of disks.
Recall that the point b lies in J1 -B and b ≠ v. Hence, b ∈ A and there is an Eb ∈ ℰ such that b ∈ Eb. Furthermore, if v ∉ Eb, then Eb ∈ ℰ1, Eb is an arc and b ∈ in(Eb). On the other hand, if v ∈ Eb, then Eb is a cone in J with vertex v. Furthermore, in this situation, for each i between 1 and n, there is an arc Ei ∈ ℰi such that v ∈ in(Ei), Ei = Eb ∩ Ji, Eb = ⋃ E n i = 1 i and b ∈ in(E1). When v ∈ Eb, we identify Eb with St(v,J) = St(v,Q) ∩ J. Then, our choice at the beginning of the proof of Case 2 guarantees that each of the two points of ∂E1 = Lk(v,Q) ∩ J1 lie in simple closed curves in Lk(v,Q). (The same choice insures that f -1 (J1 -{v}) has at least 3 components.)
To complete the proof of the Theorem, we will need: Lemma 4. If G is a disk in Q which intersects J in an arc H ⊂ J1 -{v} such that ∂H ⊂ ∂G and b ∈ in(H) ⊂ in (G) , then the inclusion map j : ∂G → Q -{b} induces a monomorphism on first homology.
Proof. Let G1 and G2 be the closures of the two components of G -H. Then G1 and G2 are disks in Q such that Gi ∩ J = H ⊂ ∂Gi for i = 1, 2 and G1 ∩ G2 = H. For i = 1, 2, let Gi* = cl(q -1 (Gi -H) ). Then Gi* is a disk in Δ which q maps homeomorphically onto Gi. Also Hi* = Gi* ∩ ∂Δ is an arc in ∂Δ which is a component of q -1 (H) . in(H1*) and in(H2*) must be disjoint because any sufficiently small neighborhood N in Δ of a point of in(H1*) ∩ in(H2*) would have the property that N ∩ in(Δ) is contained in both G1* -H1* and G2* -H2*. However, G1* -H1* and G2* -H2* are disjoint because q maps them to disjoint sets. Since in(H1*) ∩ in(H2*) = ∅, then H1* ≠ H2*. Since distinct components of q -1 (H) must lie in distinct components of q -1 (J1 -{v}), then H1* and H2* lie in distinct components of q -1 (J1 -{v}). Since q -1 (J1 -{v}) has at least 3 components, we can choose distinct components M1, M2 and M3 of q -1 (J1 -{v}) so that H1* ⊂ M1 and H2* ⊂ M2.
Form a cone T in Δ with base β(T) = ∂Δ -q -1 (J1 -{v}) = q -1 (J2 Ú J3 Ú … Ú Jn) and with vertex at a point z ∈ in(Δ) such that T ∩ ∂Δ = β(T). There is a homeomorphism of Δ which fixes ∂Δ and pulls G1* and G2* off T. The inverse of this homeomorphism moves T off G1* ∪ G2*. So we can assume T is disjoint from G1* ∪ G2*. H1* and H2* lie in distinct components of Δ -T. Hence, so do G1* and G2*. For each x ∈ β(T), let Tx denote the arc in the cone structure of T joining z to x. For 1 ≤ i ≤ 3, let { xi, yi } be the endpoints of the open arc Mi listed so that their cyclic order on ∂Δ is x1, y1, x2, y2, x3, y3 allowing for the possibility that y1 = x2, y2 = x3 and/or y3 = x1. Then ∂Δ -(M1 ∪ M2 ∪ M3) has 3 components M4, M5 and M6, each of which is either an arc or a one-point set listed so that { y1, x2 } ⊂ M4, { y2, x3 } ⊂ M5 and { y3, x1 } ⊂ M6. Thus, M1, M2, … , M6 appear on ∂Δ in the cyclic order M1, M4, M2, M5, M3, M6.
Since each component of q -1 (J1 -{v}) contains exactly one element of the set q -1 ({b}), then there is a unique retraction of ∂Δ -q -1 ({b}) onto β(T). This retraction extends to a retraction r* of Δ -q -1 ({b}) onto T that maps ∂Gi* -in(Hi*) homeomorphically onto Tx i ∪ Ty i for i = 1, 2. r* induces a retraction r of Q -{b} onto q(T) (via conjugation by q -1 ) that retracts J -{b} to J2 Ú J3 Ú … Ú Jn and maps the open arc ∂Gi -H homeomorphically onto the open arc q(Tx i ∪ Ty i ) -{v} for i = 1, 2.
Let C denote the wedge of two circles C1 and C2 which intersect in the one-point set {c}. Let s : q(T) → C be a map which satisfies the following conditions: s maps q({z} ∪ β(T)) to {c}, s maps q(in(Tx)) homeomorphically onto C1 -{c} for x ∈ β(T) ∩ M6, s maps q(in(Tx)) to {c} for x ∈ β(T) ∩ M4 and s maps q(in(Tx)) homeomorphically onto C2 -{c} for x ∈ β(T) ∩ M5. H1(C) ≈ ℤ ⨁ ℤ and there is a generating set { γ1, γ2 } for H1(C) such that the subgroup of H1(C) generated by γi is the image of the inclusion induced map H1(Ci) ® H1(C). Observe that for i = 1,2, s∘r∘j½∂Gi -in(H) is homotopic rel endpoints to a map which takes ∂Gi -H homeomorphically onto Ci -{c} and takes ∂H to {c}. Thus, the induced map s * ∘r * ∘j * : H1(∂G) → H1(C) maps a generator of H1(∂G) ≈ ℤ onto one of ±(γ1 + γ2) or ±(γ1 -γ2). Since these elements of H1(C) are of infinite order, then s * ∘r * ∘j * is a monomorphism. It follows that j * : H1(∂G) → H1(Q -{b}) must be a monomorphism. ∎ Finally we come to the heart of the argument. Recall that b ∈ J1 -B ⊂ A ∩ J1, b ≠ v and Eb ∈ ℰ such that b ∈ Eb. We will break the remainder of the proof of Case 2 into three subcases. We will deal with the first subcase before we explain the second and third subcases. Subcase 2i ): v ∉ Eb. In this subcase, Eb ∈ ℰ1, Eb is an arc and b ∈ in(Eb).
Let F1, … , Fp be the distinct elements of ℱ such that wF 1 , … , wF p are all the vertices of Γ that are joined to wE b by an edge of Γ. We will prove p ≥ 3. Since Eb is a component of A ∩ J, then each component of q -1 (Eb) is a component of q -1 (A) ∩ ∂Δ. Since { P(F) : F ∈ ℱ } is the set of all components of q -1 (A), and P(F) ∩ ∂Δ ⊂ ∂P(F) for each F ∈ ℱ, then each component of q -1 (Eb) is contained in ∂P(F) for some F ∈ ℱ. When this occurs, Eb ∩ cl(F) ≠ ∅ and wE b and wF are joined by an edge of Γ. Two different components of q -1 (Eb) can't lie in ∂P(F) for the same F ∈ ℱ, because then there would be two distinct edges of Γ joining wE b to wF contradicting the fact that |Γ| is a tree. Thus, p is at least as large as the number of distinct components of q -1 (Eb). Since v ∉ Eb, then each component of f -1 (J1 -{v}) contains a distinct component of q -1 (Eb). Our choice at the beginning of the proof of Case 2 implies that f -1 (J1 -{v}) has at least 3 components. We conclude that p ≥ 3.
Since |Γ| is a tree and wE b has p edges emanating from it, then |Γ| -{ wE b } has p components. Let Γ 1, Γ 2, … , Γ p be the p subgraphs of Γ such that |Γ 1|, |Γ 2|, … , |Γ p| are the closures of the p components of |Γ| -{ wE b } labeled so that wF i is a vertex of Γi for 1 ≤ i ≤ p. Then each |Γi| is a tree that has wE b as an endpoint. For 1 ≤ i ≤ p, let Ai = ∪ { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱ and wF is a vertex of Γi }. Then A = A1 ∪ A2 ∪ … ∪ Ap and Ai ∩ Aj ⊂ Eb for i ≠ j. Since v ∉ Eb and (Ai -Eb) ∩ (Aj -Eb) = ∅ for i ≠ j, then v belongs to at most one of the sets Ai. Since p ≥ 3, we can assume, after reindexing, that v ∉ A1 ∪ A2. Note that Eb ⊂ cl(Fi) ⊂ Ai for i = 1, 2. Now for i = 1, 2, let Ψi be a subcomplex of Γi with the following four properties.
• wE b is an endpoint of Ψi, and Ψi contains the vertex wF i and the edge joining wE b to wF i .
• For every vertex of Ψi of the form wE where E ∈ ℰ -{Eb}, deg(wE,Ψi) = 2.
• For every vertex of Ψi of the form wF where F ∈ ℱ, Ψi contains every edge of Γ that emanates from wF.
• |Ψi| is connected.
To construct Ψi, orient the edges of Γi away from wE b , include the edge from wE b to wF i and all the edges emanating from wF i , but only one outgoing edge emanating from a vertex wE that is at the terminal end of an edge emanating from wF i . Continue in this fashion to construct Ψi inductively: when one encounters a new vertex at the terminal end of an edge, add only one outgoing edge if the vertex is of the form wE (E ∈ ℰ), but add all the outgoing edges if the vertex is of the form wF (F ∈ ℱ). This process must terminate because Γi is a finite complex. It can't stop at a vertex of the form wE (E ∈ ℰ) because all these vertices have degree ≥ 2 in Γ, since Q = Δ ∪f J has no exposed edges. The process only terminates when it has adjoined all the vertices it can reach of degree ≥ 2, and only has access to vertices of Γ of the form wF (F ∈ ℰ) that are endpoints of Γ. The process then adjoins these endpoints to Ψi until they exhausted.
For i = 1, 2, let Ri = ∪ { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱ and wF is a vertex of Ψi }. Then Fi ⊂ Ri ⊂ Ai.
Moreover, each Ri is a union of finitely many disks such that the intersection of any two of the disks is either empty or an arc lying in the boundary of each, and the intersection of any three distinct disks is empty. Thus, each Ri is a compact 2-manifold. The strong deformation retraction of A onto Γ restricts to a strong deformation retraction of Ai onto Γi which, in turn, restricts to a strong deformation retraction of Ri onto Ψi. Thus, each Ri is contractible and, hence, is a disk. Clearly, Eb is an arc in ∂Ri.
Observe that fr(A) = ∪ { clQ(∂F) : F ∈ ℱ }. Also observe that for i = 1, 2, ∂Ri = ( ∪ { clQ(∂F) : F ∈ ℱ and wF is a vertex of Ψi } ) ∪ in(Eb). Thus, ∂Ri -in(Eb) ⊂ fr(A).
Let R = R1 ∪ R2. Since R1 and R2 are disks and R1 ∩ R2 = ∂R1 ∩ ∂R2 = Eb, then R is a disk, ∂R = (∂R1 -in(Eb)) ∪ (∂R2 -in(Eb)) and in(Eb) ⊂ in(R). Hence, ∂R ⊂ fr(A). Since Q = A ∪ B and B is a closed subset of Q, then fr(A) ⊂ B. Therefore, ∂R ⊂ B. Furthermore, v ∉ R.
Since b ∈ in(Eb) ⊂ in(R), we can choose an arc H in in(Eb) such that b ∈ in (H) , and for i = 1, 2, we can choose a disk Gi ⊂ cl(Fi) such that Gi ∩ ∂(cl(Fi)) = H. Hence, H ⊂ ∂G1 ∩ ∂G2 and G1 ∩ G2 = H. Thus, Gi -H ⊂ Fi. Therefore, G = G1 ∪ G2 is a disk in in(R) such that v ∉ G and b ∈ in(H) ⊂ in (G) . Let j : ∂G → Q -{b} denote the inclusion map. Since R -in(G) is an annulus in Q -{b} with boundary components ∂R and ∂G, then j is homotopic in Q -{b} to a map k : ∂G → Q -{b} such that k(∂G) ⊂ ∂R. Hence, the induced maps j * : H1(∂G) → H1(Q -{b}) and k * : H1(∂G) → H1(Q -{b}) are equal.
Since ∂R ⊂ B ⊂ Q -{b}, then k * factors through the finite group H1(B). Since H1(∂G) ≈ ℤ, it follows that k * and, hence, j * are not monomorphisms, contradicting Lemma 4. This concludes the proof of Subcase 2i ).
Recall that Eb is the element of ℰ that contains b. Subcase 2i ) dealt with the situation in which v ∉ Eb. We now assume v ∈ Eb. Then wE b = v. We will break this situation into two subcases. First we identity St(v,Q) and Lk(v,Q) with subsets of Q with more specificity than previously. Recall that in this situation, Eb = ⋃ E n i = 1 i where Ei = Eb ∩ Ji ∈ ℰi and v ∈ in(Ei) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and b ∈ in(E1). Observe that for 1 ≤ j ≤ k: either q embeds Lj in Eb in which case q(Lj´) is an arc in Lk(v,Q) joining two distinct points of Lk(v,J) = ⋃ ∂E n i = 1 i, or q "folds" Lj and q(Lj´) is a simple closed curve in Lk(v,Q) that contains a single point of Lk(v,J) = ⋃ ∂E n i = 1 i. Recall that our choice at the beginning of the proof of Case 2 guarantees that each of the two points of ∂E1 = Lk(v,Q) ∩ J1 lie in simple closed curves in Lk(v,Q) and that f -1 (J1 -{v}) has at least 3 components. Since b ∈ in(E1) and b ≠ v, then there is an endpoint e of E1 such that b and e lie in the same component of E1 -{v}. (Observe, that the component of E1 -{v} that contains b and has endpoint e is also the component of Eb -{v} that contains v and has endpoint e.) Since e ∈ ∂E1, then e lies in a simple closed curve in Lk(v,Q). We can now formulate Subcases 2ii ) and 2iii ).
Subcase 2ii ).
For some j between 1 and k, q(Lj´) is a simple closed curve that contains e.
Subcase 2iii ).
There is no j between 1 and k such that q(Lj´) is a simple closed curve that contains e.
Assume we are in Subcase 2ii ). By reindexing { L1´, L2´, … , Lk´ }, we can assume q(L1´) is a simple closed curve in Lk(v,Q) that contains e. Then u1 ∈ in(L1), q -1 ({v}) ∩ L1 = {u1}, q maps each of the two components of L1 -{u1} homeomorphically onto the component of E1 -{v} that contains e and b. F1 is the element of ℱ such that L1 ⊂ ∂P(F1); moreover, L1´ ⊂ P(F1), ∂L1´ = ∂L1 and in(L1´) ⊂ in(P(F1)). Furthermore, q maps P(F1) -L1 homeomorphically onto cl(F1) -E1 and q zips up L1 so that q(L1) is an arc in the disk cl(F1), ∂q(L1) = { e, v }, e ∈ ∂(cl(F1)) and q(L1) -{e} ⊂ in(cl(F1)).
Recall that in this situation, wE b = v. Let Γ1 be the subgraph of Γ such that |Γ1| is the closure of the component of |Γ| -{ wE b } that contains wF 1 . Then |Γ1| is a tree and wE b is an endpoint of Γ1. Let A1 = ∪ { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱ and wF is a vertex of Γ1 }.
As in Subcase 2i ), let Ψ1 be a subcomplex of Γ1 with the following four properties.
• wE b is an endpoint of Ψ1, and Ψ1 contains the vertex wF 1 and the edge joining wE b to wF 1 .
• For every vertex of Ψ1 of the form wE where E ∈ ℰ -{Eb}, deg(wE,Ψ1) = 2.
• For every vertex of Ψ1 of the form wF where F ∈ ℱ, Ψ1 contains every edge of Γ that emanates from wF.
• |Ψ1| is connected.
Let R1 = ∪ { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱ and wF is a vertex of Ψ1 }. Then F1 ⊂ R1 ⊂ A1.
Moreover, R1 is a union of finitely many disks such that the intersection of any two of the disks is either empty or an arc lying in the boundary of each, and the intersection of any three distinct disks is empty. Thus, R1 is a compact 2-manifold. The strong deformation retraction of A onto Γ restricts to a strong deformation retraction of A1 onto Γ1 which, in turn, restricts to a strong deformation retraction of R1 onto Ψ1. Thus, Ri is contractible and, hence, is a disk.
Recall that fr(A) = ∪ { clQ(∂F) : F ∈ ℱ }. Observe that since q(L1) -{e} Ì in(cl(F1)), then ∂R1 = ( ∪ { clQ(∂F) : F ∈ ℱ and wF is a vertex of Ψ1 } ). Hence, as in
Since b ∈ in(q(L1)) ⊂ in(F1), we can choose an arc H in in(q(L1)) such that b ∈ in(H), and we can choose disks G1 and G2 in in(cl(F1)) such that Gi ∩ q(L1) = H ⊂ ∂Gi for i = 1, 2 and G1 ∩ G2 = H. Therefore,
is an annulus in Q -{b} with boundary components ∂R1 and ∂G, then j is homotopic in Q -{b} to a map k : ∂G → Q -{b} such that k(∂G) ⊂ ∂R1. Hence, the induced maps j * : H1(∂G) → H1(Q -{b}) and k * : H1(∂G) → H1(Q -{b}) are equal. Since ∂R1 ⊂ B ⊂ Q -{b}, then k * factors through the finite group H1(B). Since H1(∂G) ≈ ℤ, it follows that k * and, hence, j * are not monomorphisms, contradicting Lemma 4. This concludes the proof of the Theorem in Subcase 2ii ).
Finally assume we are in Subcase 2iii ). By hypothesis, there is a simple closed curve in Lk(v,Q) that contains e, but no individual q(Lj′) is such a simple closed curve for 1 ≤ j ≤ k. Therefore, there is an r between 2 and k such that, after reindexing, we can assume q(L1′), q(L2′), … , q(Lr′) are arcs in Lk(v,Q) whose union is a simple closed curve that contains e. Moreover we can index the points of ⋃ q r j = 1 (∂Lj′) as c1, c2, … , cr = c0 so that q(∂Lj′) = { cj-1, cj } for 1 ≤ j ≤ r and e = c0 = cr. Recall that for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, Lj is an arc in ∂Δ which is a component of q -1 (Eb), Fj ∈ ℱ such that Lj is a component of P(Fj) ∩ ∂Δ, Lj′ is an arc in P(Fj) such that ∂Lj = ∂Lj′ and in(Lj′) ⊂ in(P(Fj)). (Let F0 = Fr.) Recall that F1, F2, … , Fr must be distinct, because if Fj = Fj′ for j ≠ j′, then there are 2 distinct edges of Γ joining wF j = wF j′ to wE b , creating a loop in the tree |Γ|. Recall that Eb is a cone with vertex v and base ⋃ ∂E n i = 1 i, and that each q(Lj) is the (unique) arc in Eb joining two points of ⋃ ∂E n i = 1 i. Thus, { c1, c2, … , cr } ⊂ ⋃ ∂E n i = 1 i; and if we let Mj denote the unique arc in Eb joining v to the point cj for 0 ≤ j ≤ r, then q(Lj) = Mj-1 ∪ Mj. Thus, Lj is a component of P(Fj) ∩ ∂Δ that q maps into Eb. Since b lies in the component of Eb -{v} with end point e = c0 = cr and b ≠ e, then b ∈ in(M0) = in (Mr) . If L′ is a component of P(Fj) ∩ ∂Δ such that L′ ≠ Lj, then q(L′) ∩ Eb = ∅, because otherwise (as above) there would be 2 distinct edges of Γ joining wF j to wE b , creating a loop in the tree |Γ|. Thus, cl(Fj) ∩ Eb = q(P(F)) ∩ Eb = q(Lj) = Mj-1 ∪ Mj for 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Also for j ≠ j′, cl(Fj) and cl(Fj′) can't both intersect an element E of ℰ such that E ≠ Eb, because that would give rise to an edge loop in Γ with vertices wE b , wF j , wE, wF j′ , creating a loop in the tree |Γ|. Hence, cl(Fj) ∩ cl(Fj′) = (cl(Fj) ∩ Eb) ∩ (cl(Fj′) ∩ Eb) = (Mj-1 ∪ Mj) ∩ (Mj′-1 ∪ Mj′). Thus, cl(Fj) ∩ cl(Fj′) = Mmin{j,j′} if j′ = j ± 1 and cl(Fj) ∩ cl(Fj′) = {v} if either j′ ≤ j -2 of j′ ≥ j + 2. Finally, note that since each q(Lj′) is an arc rather than a simple closed curve, then q embeds each Lj in Eb ⊂ J and, consequently, q(Lj) is an arc in ∂cl(Fj). Thus, Mj-1 and Mj are arcs in ∂cl(Fj).
Recall that wE b = v. Let 1 ≤ j ≤ r. Let Γj be the subcomplex of Γ such that |Γj| is the closure of the component of Γ -{ wE b } that contains wF j . Then |Γj| is a tree, wE b is an endpoint of Γj, and Γj contains an edge that joins wE b to wF j . Let ℱj = { F ∈ ℱ : wF is a vertex of Γj } and let Aj = ∪ { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱj }.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ r, as in Subcase 2i ), let Ψj be a subcomplex of Γj with the following four properties.
• wE b is an endpoint of Ψj, and Ψj contains the vertex wF j and the edge joining wE b to wF j .
• For every vertex of Ψj of the form wE where E ∈ ℰ -{Eb}, deg(wE,Ψj) = 2.
• For every vertex of Ψj of the form wF where F ∈ ℱ, Ψj contains every edge of Γ that emanates from wF.
• |Ψj| is connected.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ r, let Rj = ∪ { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱ and wF is a vertex of Ψj }. Then cl(Fj) ⊂ Rj ⊂ Aj. Moreover, Rj is a union of finitely many disks such that the intersection of any two of the disks is either empty or an arc lying in the boundary of each, and the intersection of any three distinct disks is empty. Thus, Rj is a compact 2-manifold. The strong deformation retraction of A onto Γ restricts to a strong deformation retraction of Aj onto Γj which, in turn, restricts to a strong deformation retraction of Rj onto Ψj. Thus, Rj is contractible and, hence, is a disk.
For 1 ≤ t ≤ r, let St = ⋃ R t j = 1 j. We claim:
• St is a disk for 1 ≤ t ≤ r,
• ⋃ in t -1 j = 1 (Mj) ⊂ in(St) for 2 ≤ t ≤ r-1 and (⋃ in To prove this claim we begin with some basic observations. For E ∈ ℰ and F ∈ ℱ, cl(F) ∩ E ≠ ∅ if and only if wE and wF are joined by an edge of Γ. Also for F and F′ ∈ ℱ, cl(F) ∩ cl(F′) ≠ ∅ if and only if there is an E ∈ ℰ such that wE is joined to wF and wF′ by two edges of Γ. Let Rj′ = ∪ { cl(F) : F ∈ ℱ -{Fj} and wF is a vertex of Ψj }. Clearly, no edge of Γ joins wE b to a vertex wF of Ψj where F ∈ ℱ -{Fj}. Hence, Eb ∪ Rj′ = ∅. Since cl(Fj) and Rj = cl(Fj) ∪ Rj′ are disks, cl(Fj) ∩ Eb = Mj-1 ∪ Mj ⊂ ∂cl(Fj), and Rj′ is a closed subset of Rj that is disjoint from Eb, then Rj ∩ Eb = Mj-1 ∪ Mj ⊂ ∂Rj. Hence, Rj ∩ in(Mj′) = ∅ for j′ ≤ j -2 and j′ ≥ j + 1. If j ≠ j′, F ∈ ℱ -{Fj} such that wF is a vertex of Ψj, and F′ ∈ ℱ such that wF′ is a vertex of Ψj′, then there is no E ∈ ℰ such that edges of Γ join wE to wF and to wF′. Hence, cl(F) ∩ cl(F′) = ∅. It follows that Rj′ ∩ Rj′ = ∅. Thus, Rj ∩ Rj′ = cl(Fj) ∩ cl(Fj′) for j ≠ j′. Consequently, Rj ∩ Rj′ = Mmin{j,j′} if j′ = j ± 1 and Rj ∩ Rj′ = {v} if either j′ ≤ j -2 of j′ ≥ j + 2.
We now turn to the proof of the previous claim. The proof is inductive. Clearly S1 = R1 is a disk and M0 ∪ M1 ⊂ ∂R1 = ∂S1. Let 1 ≤ t ≤ r -2 and assume St = ⋃ R 
